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BENTAYGA
ACCESSORIES RANGE

Go beyond boundaries.

Explore new worlds…
Bentayga is the most exclusive car of its kind, and the most
technologically advanced Bentley ever produced.
It is made to push boundaries. Built to take on the most
challenging terrains, from the sand dunes of Rub’ al-Khali to
the snow deserts of the Arctic Circle, whilst delivering new
levels of luxury, design and power.
But every adventure needs preparation. The right equipment
to complete any journey.

…with all the details covered.
And so our teams of designers and engineers thought of
every detail and created a luxurious suite of accessories, each
one made to match your lifestyle while enhancing and
personalising your Bentayga.
Accessories to discover include exterior styling options, roof
and boot features, Deployable Sill Steps and Car Covers.
Each one is crafted to enrich your experience, offering
unrivalled style, comfort and refinement – exactly what you
should expect with a car as extraordinary as Bentayga.
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Exterior.
Bentayga is a car that is made to be different. To surpass
limits. To go places other cars cannot go. And to look like no
other car.
And so it is a car made for those who want the choice of a
distinct style and performance unlike any other.
To this end, we created a series of exterior accessories that
match

your

lifestyle

and

allow

personalisation and enhancement.
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Bentayga Styling Specification.
Three years in the making, the Bentayga Styling Specification
has been carefully designed to give the car a sportier style
with real aerodynamic benefits.
Handcrafted in Crewe from a specially commissioned
lightweight high-gloss black carbon fibre, every piece features
a unique mirror-matched weave pattern.
To ensure continued durability and performance, the
Bentayga Styling Specification has been put through a
series of rigorous quality and engineering tests, including
Vmax200 motorsport trials, wind tunnels and extreme
climatic exposure.
The Bentayga Styling Specification is also compatible with
the Bentayga Blackline Specification.

The Facts.
• Front Splitter (1)
• Air Blades (2)
• Door Mirror Cowls (3)
• Side Sills (4)
• Rear Spoiler (5)
• Flying ‘B’ Wing (6)
• Rear Diffuser (7)
• Tailpipe Finisher (not shown)
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Deployable Sill Steps.
It’s a great feeling when something is just there when you
need it, like the Deployable Sill Step.
When a door is opened, the electric Sill Step automatically
slides out to offer a welcome entry or exit – and retracts
after the door is closed.
Fully compatible with the exterior styling features, each
Deployable Sill Step is Bentley branded, with a black textured
upper mat and diamond-quilted insert that seamlessly
complements Bentayga’s interior hide.
Each Deployable Sill Step is supplied with a carbon
fibre insert.

DEPLOYABLE SILL STEP (shown in the retracted position and featuring Carbon Fibre insert)
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Wheel options.
Wheels are as fundamental to the Bentayga driving experience
as its redesigned powertrain, engine or ergonomic seats.
And of course, being Bentley, we always seek perfection. So
this range of 20”, 21” and 22” alloy wheels brings you the
opportunity to raise the profile of your Bentayga even further
– the 22” wheels are the largest ever produced by Bentley.
Machined from high-strength aluminium, all those alloys are
forged for optimum strength and lightness. In addition, the
22” option is also handed, which means the spokes face the
same direction on both sides of the car – a feature that says
everything about Bentley’s attention to detail.

20” 10-SPOKE ALLOY WHEEL
(Painted)*

21” 5 TWIN-SPOKE ALLOY WHEEL
(Polished)

22” 5-SPOKE DIRECTIONAL ALLOY WHEEL
*	Available in silver (not illustrated), painted or high-polish finishes, this alloy is
the recommended wheel for optimum off-road performance.

(Painted)

**	The striking Black Painted and Diamond Turned finish is machined to provide
bright accents on the spokes and rim.
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20” 10-SPOKE ALLOY WHEEL
(Polished)*

21” 5 TWIN-SPOKE ALLOY WHEEL
(Black Painted and Diamond Turned)**

22” 5-SPOKE DIRECTIONAL ALLOY WHEEL
(Polished)

Jewel Fuel Filler Cap.

Branded Valve Caps.

The gleaming Jewel Fuel Filler Cap is an equally distinctive

Eye-catching hexagonal Branded Valve Caps (featuring the

way to personalise your Bentayga. It is an aesthetic feature

Bentley ‘B’) are the ideal gift for owners who appreciate the

that is visible only to the owner, showing our exquisite

finest finishing touches. Perfectly complementing Bentayga’s

attention to detail – what could be more Bentley than that?

wheels, they are available in four options; chrome or black
bezel on black or red badge.

JEWEL FUEL FILLER CAP
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Stowage.
From the beginning, the Bentley design team carefully
considered all the different ways this car might be used.
Our designers knew it would be driven anywhere, from polo
matches and nights at the opera, to deserts and off-road
terrain, in all kinds of conditions.
To cater for the different stowage requirements that might
be needed, our specialists developed a full suite of premium
storage accessories, all perfectly tailored for Bentayga.
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Dog Carrier.
Created exclusively for the boot of the Bentayga, the Dog
Carrier is made from light, strong aluminium and fits securely
to the floor. Individual carriers are available for the right and
left hand sides and provide safe and comfortable transport
for your dog, with a soft, removable fabric bed. Both have an
escape hatch for emergency access and can be joined
together to create one large carrier.
Carrier dimensions: L 95.5cm, W 53.0cm, H 67.5cm.

Load Assist Tray.
Designed specifically for the Bentayga boot, the Load Assist
Tray slides in and out using the boot floor runners, allowing
you to optimise the rear space.
It is made from light, strong aluminium with soft, satin finish
edges and can carry a full load capacity of 300 kilograms.
Featuring an integrated carpet insert, an alternative heavy
duty rubber insert is also available separately.

Cross Bars.

Roof Box.

The branded Cross Bars are the base of Bentayga’s

Elegantly styled to complement Bentayga’s lines, the

roof storage system, as they secure the Roof Box

Bentley branded lockable Roof Box* offers safe and

and Ski and Snowboard Carrier. Designed to support

secure storage with a load capacity of 75 kilograms

Bentayga’s aerodynamic performance, the Cross

and a volume of 320 litres. For further organised

Bars lock securely to the Roof Rails for safe transit

storage, Bentley Roof Box bags are also available.

in all conditions.

*Please note that the Roof Box and Ski and Snowboard Carrier must be mounted upon the Cross Bars, which are sold separately.

Ski and Snowboard Carrier.
Perfect

for

sports

enthusiasts,

the

Cycle Carrier.
Ski

and

Snowboard Carrier* holds up to four snowboards or
six sets of skis, allowing equipment to be transported
safely and securely. A Bentley branded Ski Bag is
also available.

The Cycle Carrier** offers safe and secure bike
storage as you travel. You have complete access
to the boot when the tow-bar mounted Cycle
Carrier is in use, and it can be retracted from the
tailgate for easy loading and unloading, while
keeping cycles secure.
There are two options available:
• Two adult bike carrier
• Three adult and one child bike carrier

** Please note that the tow-bar mounted Cycle Carrier mounts to the factory-fitted tow bar, which must be selected at the point of specification.

Protection.
It’s natural to want to protect the things we cherish most.
Especially a car as remarkable and adventurous as Bentayga.
So our design team created a collection of accessories to
protect your car, whether it is hard at work or taking some
time out.
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Easy Fit Seat Covers.
Made from a soft yet tough, waterproof-backed wool-mix
material with quilted stitching, the stylish and washable Easy
Fit Seat Covers protect the front and rear seats from marks
and scratches. Each cover simply hooks over the backrest and
main seat cushion with a strap that reaches around the back of
the seat to secure it.

EASY FIT SEAT COVERS

Heavy Duty Floor Mats.

Heavy Duty Boot Overmat.

A set of Heavy Duty Floor Mats provides high-quality protection

Keep the Bentayga’s original carpet flooring clean and pristine

and excellent grip underfoot, especially in wet or snowy weather.

with this moulded, Heavy Duty Boot Overmat. As well as

Tailored to fit the Bentayga floorwells, these waterproof mats

protecting the floor area from dirt and water, the rubberised mat

are Bentley branded, with raised edges and quilted facets to

provides extra grip for items stored in the boot area.

protect the original floor carpeting. The mats are easily removed
and cleaned.

Heavy Duty Bumper Protector.

Windscreen Cover.

To cover the rear of Bentayga when you are loading and

Designed to cover the front and rear screens and door windows,

unloading the boot, the Heavy Duty Bumper Protector features

the Windscreen Cover is ideal for use in hot climates to prevent

a section made from similar material to the Easy Fit Seat Covers

heat damage, and in cold climates to protect from ice and snow.

that rolls out to guard against scratches and scrapes. It’s ideal for
use with the Dog Carrier. Must be used in conjunction with the
Heavy Duty Boot Overmat.
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Storage.
If you plan to store your Bentayga for any length of time,
we offer a range of tailored products to keep your car and
its tyres well protected. So, whenever your car is at rest,
our accessories help to ensure it is ready for action when you
need it.
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Indoor and Outdoor Car Covers.
A range of car covers is available to perfectly suit your
Bentayga’s needs. If you plan to store your car for any
length of time, Indoor Car Covers are an extra barrier to the
damaging effects of moisture and dust.
If your Bentayga is parked open to the elements, Outdoor
Car Covers protect the paint finish and brightware from
weather and pollution.
Designed and custom-stitched to perfectly match Bentayga’s
unique dimensions, each one can be embroidered at sill
level with the model name, your name, chassis number or
registration number.

Wheel Bag.

Tyre Cradles.

The heavy duty Wheel Bag holds one wheel and tyre, and will

If your Bentayga is parked for a while, Bentley Tyre Cradles are

safely protect the interior of your boot, as well as making the

designed to offer maximum protection during long-term storage.

wheel easier to transport for replacement and repair.

The cradles are made using unique polymers that ensure the
tyres are supported while they cool and throughout storage,
helping to prevent flat spotting.

INDOOR CAR COVER (Outdoor Cover not featured)
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Winter.
Nothing should ever diminish the pleasure of driving
a Bentayga. Particularly the weather.
That’s why our design team created a full set of winter
accessories to ensure that, however challenging the elements,
Bentayga can endure. After all, a drop in temperature
shouldn’t mean a drop in your enjoyment.
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Spikes-Spider™.
For more sustained traction, Spikes-Spider™ Snow Chains
are also available. These differ from traditional chains as
they have a central hub that secures the encompassing
chains yet allows them to flex in response to road surface
and conditions. Offering a long-term solution for better
performance in harsh weather, Spikes-Spider™ Snow Chains
are easy to fit and remove.
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Interior.
It takes something rather special to enhance the comfort
levels of Bentayga. So it should come as no surprise that a
great deal of time, effort and the finest of materials have
been lavished on our interior comfort accessories.
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Relaxation Pack.

Jewelled Torch.

Take it easy with the Bentley Relaxation Pack, which includes

Featuring Bentley’s hallmark knurling on its collar and the

two Bentley branded hide scatter cushions, trimmed to

Bentley ‘B’ etched on its lens, the Bentley Jewelled Torch is

match the main hide colour of your interior, and two footrests

the most stylish way to light your way. Easily charged using

designed to support tired feet at their most comfortable

the cigar lighter, it stows neatly in the glove box and is ready

elevation. Each footrest is upholstered in luxurious, deep pile

to go whenever needed.

carpet to match Bentayga’s floor covering.

RELAXATION PACK
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Touring.
Given the many adventures Bentayga is prepared for, we
made sure that it has a full range of touring accessories for
every eventuality, no matter how challenging the journey.
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Hazard and Emergency Warning Lights.

Tyre Inflation Kit.

Touch-Up Paints.

For those rare occasions when you need to warn oncoming

The Tyre Inflation Kit is a temporary solution for minor

It only stands to reason that after hours spent finding the perfect

traffic about a presence in the road, the Hazard and Emergency

punctures, and consists of a canister and compressor to instantly

shade for your Bentayga, you want it to remain as flawless as the

Warning Lights are a safe and smart solution. This simple

repair the puncture and get you to a place of safety.

day it first left Crewe. To ensure this is the case, Touch-Up Paints

yet effective warning system consists of three studs which

provide a simple and effective way to maintain the appearance of

automatically activate when they are tapped on the ground,

your car with a perfectly colour-matched finish.

emitting a high-visibility flashing orange light.
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The Linley Hamper by Mulliner.
Created

together

with

renowned

British

designer,

David Linley, the Linley Hamper by Mulliner contains the
finest examples of cutlery, crockery and glassware in the
world. All three units are hand-trimmed with a Beluga
exterior and can be selected with any of the following interior
trim colours: Beluga, Camel, Hotspur, Linen, Magnolia or
New Market Tan.
The hampers are fully integrated into the boot space of the
Bentayga using a sophisticated tray mechanism, which can
be used for effortless access and removal from the vehicle to
maximise luggage space.
To make this exquisite accessory truly your own, Mulliner can

Cooler Bag.

Portable Fridge.

embroider a name, logo or family crest onto a specific section

To keep all passengers sustained and refreshed, the Bentley

Ideal for use in and outside of Bentayga is the Portable Fridge,

colour of your Bentayga.

Cooler Bag is an essential travelling companion on long journeys,

with space for two 1.5 litre bottles stored vertically and plenty

and perfect for picnics and outdoor occasions. Featuring a

of other supplies. The fridge connects to the power supply in

thermo-electric control to keep food and drink at precisely the

Bentayga’s boot, and has a detachable power lead. Sturdy side

right temperature, it has a total capacity of 14 litres, with a

carry handles make it easy to transport, with handy drinks

stylish and durable Oxford Nylon finish.

holders moulded into the lid.

of the Linley Hamper or can match the hamper to the interior

LINLEY HAMPER BY MULLINER
(appearance and contents may vary from the image shown)
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Bentley Motors Limited acknowledges the rights in the name Spikes-Spider, which is a registered trademark of the respective owner.
The items presented in this brochure are subject to further development and the specifications can change. Availability may change and your Bentley retailer will always have the latest information.
The name ‘Bentley’ and the ‘B’ in wings device are registered trademarks of Bentley Motors Limited. © 2016 Bentley Motors Limited.

Bentley Motors Limited acknowledges the rights of others in the names AutoSock and Spikes-Spider, which are registered trademarks of their respective owners.
The items presented in this brochure are subject to further development and the specifications can change. Availability may change and your Bentley retailer will always have the latest information.
The name ‘Bentley’ and the ‘B’ in wings device are registered trademarks of Bentley Motors Limited. © 2016 Bentley Motors Limited.

